VICE STUDIOS ANNOUNCES MAJOR NEW MH370 DOCUMENTARY SERIES FOR GLOBAL NETWORKS

LONDON, Tuesday 15th March 2022 - VICE Studios, the global production division of VICE Media Group, today announces a landmark investigative documentary uncovering groundbreaking evidence and dispelling previous theories surrounding the shocking disappearance of Malaysian flight MH370 in 2014.

The major three-part series, MH370: THE LOST FLIGHT (w/t), produced for Paramount+ in the UK and SBS Australia, tells the definitive story of the flight’s disappearance through the eyes of those closest to the tragedy… the victims’ families. With candid testimony from those most impacted, across four continents, and filmed over 12 months, VICE Studios will, for the first time, chart the innumerable twists and turns of this devastating tragedy and ultimately unveil new evidence that challenges what we thought we knew.

“Filmed around the world and taking nearly a year to produce, this is the definitive series of MH370 told through the eyes of the families who, eight years on, still don’t know what happened to their loved ones. With unique access, the series reveals new and compelling testimony that investigates the mystery of the plane’s disappearance. It is the untold story of tragedy, anger, politics, conspiracy and despair,” said Executive Producer Neil Grant (9/11: Inside the President’s War Room, Panorama).

MH370: THE LOST FLIGHT (w/t), produced in association with VICE World News, is Series Produced and Directed by Steve Webb with Neil Grant Executive Producer, alongside co-executive producer Yonni Usiskin, for VICE Studios. The series was ordered by Guy Davies, VP Commissioning Editor for Paramount+ UK. The series is distributed worldwide by VICE Distribution and will be launched to international buyers at MIPTV.

VICE Studios produces premium programming across all genres. Recent programming includes: three time Academy Award-nominated and Sundance Grand Jury Prize-winning non-scripted feature film FLEE; the hotly-anticipated Emma Roberts-produced scripted series TELL ME LIES for Hulu; acclaimed premium docuseries AMERICAN GLADIATORS for ESPN; the global hit franchise DARK SIDE OF THE RING on VICE TV as well as the upcoming compelling new star-studded scripted podcast, THE MIRANDA OBSESSION, for Audible.
VICE Studios has produced a number of acclaimed and popular programming for Channel 5 in the UK which includes the broadcaster’s first true crime series stripped across a week, THE MURDER OF CHARLENE DOWNES, and the ratings-winning series BRITAIN’S COCAINE EPIDEMIC as well as street magic show DIRTY TRICKS.

ENDS

ABOUT VICE STUDIOS
VICE Studios is a global production and distribution division within VICE Media Group delivering premium original programming across documentary, scripted and film. With development and production teams in the USA, Canada, UK, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Latin America, VICE Studios cuts through culture, delivering stories that are popular, human and spotlight the unexpected for audiences around the world.

VICE Studios also houses VICE’s new licensing and distribution group, with a catalogue of over 900 hours of programming created across the VICE Media Group, across a range of genres from documentary to lifestyle to Vice News.

VICE Studios upcoming original productions include three time Academy Award nominated feature FLEE, scripted series TELL ME LIES for Hulu and THE MIRANDA OBSESSION Audible Podcast. Launched in 2017, VICE Studios productions include Chris Smith’s Emmy-nominated Jim & Andy: The Great Beyond and Fyre: The Greatest Party that Never Happened (Netflix); feature film The Report starring Adam Driver and Annette Bening (Amazon); Diego Osorno’s 1994 (Netflix), Dark Side of the Ring (VICE TV), AKA Jane Roe (FX), and Satanic Verses (BBC).